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Does the default version of Chrome require to know the
location of the list of books on the Google account? For all
your bookmarks, there is no need to know, because all will
be available offline in the bookmarks, but they do not need

to be in the location of the list of the bookmarks. On
Windows, every time you start a browser it creates a folder
under the default location, or does not bother. On a Mac,

when it is the first time that you open a browser (whether it
is Chrome, Opera, Safari or any other), it will ask you to

choose the "location of bookmarks". What I found is that if
Chrome is not a first launch, the "location of bookmarks" is

created in: C:\Users\%USERNAME%\AppData\Local\Google\C
hrome\User Data\Default\bookmarks.dntxh8 Again when it

does not bother to create that folder, it creates a file in
there called bookmarks.dntxh8. The bookmarks.dntxh8 file
is located in the same directory as the file bookmarks.xul
which you can read about here: On Windows, you need to
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move the file to another location (or delete it) or Chrome
(which copies the original version with the.h8 extension)

will not create a browser file (similar to Chrome
bookmarks.xul). On Linux, what you are not in a location

called bookmarks.dntxh8, you need to create it: sudo mkdir
/home/user/chrome/user/bookmarks.dntxh8 A simple way to

discover this is to be sure to hit the Ctrl+L to start a file
explorer. By default this Ctrl+L does a search, and the

location of books will be listed as: On the Chrome GUI: Make
sure that the bookmarks are not in: ~/.config/google-

chrome/Default/Bookmarks In the meantime, you can do
this trick with a simple script: Download the following file:

C:\Users\USERNAME\Downloads\script.sh Rename the file to
bookmarks.sh Run the script with: bash bookmarks.sh This

will c6a93da74d
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